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Feminist Authors' 
Breakfast theme: 

~~Rhythms of Life,'' 
June 28, Sunday, at ALA Annual 

1bls year, FIFs Feminist Author Breakfast 
theme Is ·Rhythms of Ufe. • Women authors, ex
pected to include Nancy VanArsdall, Lynn Kanter, 
and Carol Douglas, will speak on Issues such as 
agtng, health, and other topics of Interest lo women. 
The breakfast Is scheduled for Sunday, June 28, 
1998. For tickets, please write Dorothy Granger, 
Andrew Norman Ubnuy, Pactftc Oaks College, 5 
Westmoreland Place, Pasadena CA 91103, or 

e-mail her at dgrangerOconvene.com. 
Location and cost to be announced. 

Spring 1998 

Scholarship competition for young feminist writers 
Spinsters Ink, a feminist publisher, celebrates Its 20th anniversary by establishing a new scholarship 

program to encourage and recognize wrttlng by young feminists. Beginning In 1999, the Spinsters Ink Young 
Feminist Scholarship, a prize of $1,000, will be awarded to the high school senior who writes the best essay 
on femlnlsm. The deadline for submissions Is January l, 1999; the names of the winner and three runners
up will be announced on International Women's Day, March 8, 1999. 

In addition to receiving the scholarship, the winner will have her essay published In the national 
women's magazine, Hues, and, along with the three runners-up, will have the opportunlcy to spend a week 
at Norcroft, a women's writing retreat In Minnesota. 

For Information, call Spinsters Ink at 800-301-6860, or e-mail clalreOsplnsters-tnk.com. 

rn this issue: 
~ • Feminist Author Breakfast plans, this page 

~ • Book review section: Agi.ng and Health, page 2 
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·ng: Women embracing change
among the rhythms of life, the problems 
of aging, the joys of maturity 

©Making plans 

Scott, Lucy, with Kerstin Joslyn Schremp and 
others. Wise Choices Beyond Midlife: Women 
Mapping the Journey Ahead. Watsonville, CA: 
Papier-Mache, 1997. Paper, ISBN l-57601-051-
l, $13.95 US, $17.95 Canada 

When you retire, will you be one of the many 
poor women, or among the comfortable? Wise 
choices can help you answer that question and take 
care of your future-and the sooner you begin 
planning. the better. 

Wise choices offers a wealth of practical Informa
tion, not just about health but about managing all 
the facets of our lives as we deal with the changes 
that come with maturity. From family affairs to 
finances, from houstng to g)vtng or receiving care, 
the Information Is practical and realistic. The book 
tncludes forms for assesstng needs and expecta
tions, a thorough list of resources, a bibliography 
and tndex. 

Many of us already know that women retire with 
less money than men while, at the same time, we 
live longer. But how many have assessed our situa
tions and made realistic plans for retlrtng? One of 
the most useful chapters, unique among the other 
manuals reviewed here, Is "Financial Llleracy: The 
Economics of Aging.· Scott reminds us that much of 
women's work Is unpaid or underpaid and that on 
retlrtng, our tncome Is likely to be only 58% of 
men's. After describing the sobering facts, she gives 
us numerous tips and worksheets to enable us to 
change our situations. Recognlzlng that "women of 
our generation have ... grown up with contradlctor 
and often disabling beliefs about money; she guides 
us hy asking a series of questions, making manage
ment of our finances simple and obvious, providing 
financial guidance without condescension-and that 
Is tndeed rare. 

Now that those of us tn our 40s and 50s see 
retirement rushing towards us, It Is reassuring ID 
hear that "It Is never too late to take stock.• Wise 
choices Is designed ID empower us, ID guide us to 
greater tndependence and confidence, and Is skil-
fully organized to do just that. -M. TatnlDn 
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Women In Ubrarles. the Newsletter of the American 
Ubrruy Association's Feminist Task Force, ls 
published four times a year. To subscribe, Inquire 
about your subscription, or to change your address, 
write to Diedre Conkling. Publisher, Women In 
Ubrarles. c/o AJA SRRT, 50 East Huron Street. 
Chicago. IL 60611. Subscriptions are $5 for 
Individuals. $8 for Institutions (prepaid), or $10 for 
Invoiced subscriptions. Personnel: Madeleine 
Talnton, Editor, West Texas A&M University; Diedre 
Conklin,<!. Publisher. Lincoln County, Oregon, 
Ubrruy D1stl1ct; Theresa Tobin. Llstsetv Ailmlnls
trator, Massacilusetts Institute of Technology. 

To subscribe to the Feminist Ust. send this e-mail 
message to: Uataen@mltTma.mlt.edu: 

•ubacrlbe femlnlat flntaame Jaataame 
Send arttcles, comments, or materials for 

review, but not subscription questions, to: 
Madeleine Talnton. Media Services Ubrarlan, West 
Texas A&M Univenl1y, wrAMU Box 736, Canyon, 
1X 79016-0736. Phone: 806-656-2407; Fax 806-
656-2213; e-mail: mtalnton@wtamu.edu. 

Contributors: Annmarie B. Boyle, Iona College; 
Bonnie Jean Cox. University of Kentucky; Pamela 
Crossland, West Texas A&:M University; Betty Glass, 
University of Nevada at Reno; Joni Klemencic; M. 
Gregmy, WfAMU; Trudy Hanson. WfAMU; Laura M. 
Quilter, University of llllnols at Chicago; Bernice 
Redfern. San Joac State University; Diana w. 
Shelton, University of Wyoming; Madeleine Tatnton, 
WfAMU; Tracy Zink. WfAMU. 
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©It's all in your glands, dear 

Lynch, Lee and Alda Woods, editors. Off the 
Rag: Lesbians Writing on Menopause. Norwich, 
vr: New Victoria, 1996. Paper, ISBN 0-934678-
77-4, $12.95. 

Now that we feminist baby boomers are ap
proaching 50, It's time we gave a lot more thought to 
changes that come with aging, specifically, THE 
CHANGE, or menopause. This Is what Lynch and 
Woods have done, and, as a result, more than 40 
other women have taken the time to communicate 
their experiences In this collection of stories and 
essays. 

Sarah Dreher, In her essay, "'Don't wony, dear, 
It's really all In your glands;- suggests using our 
experiences to connect with others: "If you're over 

©Body care manual 

Montreal Health Press, Inc. Menopause: A Well 
Woman Book. Toronto: Second Story, 1995. 
Paper, ISBN 0-929005-82-1, $14.95. 

What exactly are the facts? Surrounded by myth 
and old tales, amounting mostly to rumors, many of 
us approach menopause with trepidation. The 
changes It brings to our bodies are more obscure to 
us than childbirth, and that's obscure enough. What 
we need Is a care manual for the mature body, and 
Menopause Is Just such a helpful, clear, and factual 
manual. The book takes the mystery out of the 
physical changes we may expect and symptoms we 
may experience, assembled by a group of women 
Involved In women's health In Canada. 

In the Introduction, there Is a chart which lists 

"If you're over the age of forty and want to start a conversation with 
another woman over forty, start talking about menopause. Instant 
sisterhood. It cuts across race, class, and sexual orientation.,,. 

the age of forty and want to start a conversation with 
another woman over forty, start talking about 
menopause. Instant sisterhood. It cuts across race, 
class, and sexual orientation.• 

Henri Bensusson, In "The sacred m words,• says 
·menopause Is like being caught up In a vortex. 
You're sucked In without forewarning, whipped 
around a few years, and flnally tossed out on an 
opposite shore, battered and relieved, a more sober 
and wiser person.· 

Writers mention a range of positives, like greater 
feelings of freedom. Some experienced greater sexual 
responsiveness. Pele Plant, In "A change of mind," 
feels "kinship with other beings ... ! catch a glimpse of 
the power of the crone.• 

Laura Post, Joan Nestle, Valerie Taylor, Susan J. 
Wolfe, Terri de la Pena, and many others also 
contributed. 

As Merrill Mushroom observes In "My ltfe as a 
volcano; "There's not veiy much Information about 
menopause, and most of the best of what there Is 
comes out of our own sharing of personal expert
ences. • This book contains a wealth of these expert
ences, and I, Just entering menopause myself, am 
grateful for them. Just knowing how other women 
have dealt with this stage In our lives allowed me to 
share their strength, espec1ally when I saw how 
much tougher It Is for some of us. It Is too bad, In a 
way, that Off the rag Is so lesbian-specific In ap
proach; I'm sure this will keep some women from 
reading It, yet the book Is packed with valuable 
knowledge that would benefit all of us. -M. Talnton 

Sprin{. 1998 

common rumors-malicious lies, really--a>ncerntng 
midltfe. Beside each rumor Is the location In the 
book where we can find ·the facts of the matter. The 
contents are organized Into categories like time of 
ltfe, changes, medications, and continuing health. 
Accompanying discussions of hormones, surgeries, 
and so on, are detailed drawings. Topics like os
teoporosis, politics, biology, sexuality, and hormone 
replacement therapy are all bared to scrutiny. 
Throughout, summaiy boxes include useful lists and 
hlghllghts. A bibliography and Index are Included. 

It Is like havtng, at last, a reliable travel guide, 
ready to hand as we travel through this mysterious 
new countiy. -M. Talnton 

Pills on llu amwn 

It=== 
PILLS 

fa, ,...,, wlutm "" 1w 11v iua 
or ut Bat pill, ""'1 b, o...p,acri/Hd a,ln 
_,,.,,,, is 17141d tu ... i/bws. Sow ..... ill Off the Rag 
ldl IS tl,st fo,d;,,, 1M ri,fAI ,.l,uiaa is IIOt .,_,, ,c,y. 
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©Lines that read strength 

Martz, Sandra Haldeman, editor. '.lllreads of 
Experience. Illustrated with fabric-and-thread 
by Deidre Scherer. Watsonville, CA: Papier
Mache, 1996. Cloth, ISBN 1-918949-92-0, 
$19.95. 

"But then.• thought Alice, "shall I never get any 
older than I am now? 1bat'll be a comfort. one 
way-never to be an old woman-but then-always 
to have lessons to learn! Oh. I shouldn"t Uke that!" 

-,'\!Ire's Aduentures tn Wonderiand. Lewis cam,JJ 

That Is the assumed trade-off for aging: beauty 
for wisdom, but It Is not so neat and comfortable an 
exchange as that. Threads of Experience, a collection 
of poems and prose edited by Sandra Haldeman 
Martz with selections accompanied by fabric-and
thread Images by Deidre Scherer, articulates, 
through word and Image. some of the complexities of 
being aged. 

You will not find challenging, ground-breaking 
usage of poetic form here, but the accesslblllty of the 
poetry does not diminish Its worth. These poems are 
about dignity, wisdom, fragility, fear, awareness, 
resignation and hope. Some read like prayers, such 
as Rose Mary Sulllvan"s "Life Llnes": 

As time etches lines 
across my face, 
may they read strength. 
not weakness. 
also patience, 
especially with myself 
as my feet slow In pace. 
my hands grow clumsy. 

And others, like Charlotte A. Cote's "Only In 
Dreams,· express our most feared cruelty of aging, 
the entrapment of the spirit In a body past Its vigor: 

a thin smile trickles across her face 
to appease the public eye 
but It Is her feet that tell us 
there Is a churning Inside. 
the ankle twisting the foot 
In endless clreles, fenced-In soul 
that yearns to break the boundaries-

All of these poems hit their mark. On reafflnn1ng 
the dignify' and lmpOrtance of living an ordinazy, 
ordered life Is Nancy Bennett·s "Morning Song" and 
Sue Nevill's moving ·no place llkc, • which tells the 
thoughts of a woman struggltog against the llmlts of 
her 81 year old body and memory to keep her 
daughter from putting her In a home: 
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that home she talks about w,,ll that's 
no place for me 
no room for Mother's hutch 
my w,,ddlng suite Bill's paintings 
heart pounds so loud It hurts oh 

These poems are not for the elderly, they are 
from the elderly, warnings to live life, to experience 
and store up memories, to be ready for life after llfe: 

But hruvestlng now 
from dwindling stores. 
I taste each day 
with a connoisseur's tongue 
and slowly savor rich. rare time 
sw,,etened by many suns. 

(from "Harvesting Mellow; by Helen Freldland). 
And the Immensity of death, deftly expressed by 

David Katz, MD, tn "lll1teratl," where using the book 
as a metaphor for the person, he writes: 

upon these pages traced In purple 
vartcosltles: what past. what 
pert! faced: what bold 
audacities: moments held 
transfixed by breeze Insinuating 
spring; what firm determination In the face of winter 

wind; what laughter, 
sorrow; loves and loss ..• 

for If each death 
disclosed, in verse or 
prose, the llfe It took: what hand 
could dally bear to turn the pages of this book? 

These poems by themselves would be plenty. 
But they are each accompanied by fabric Images by 
Deidre Scherer and this coupling adds another 
dimension to them. Aside from the obvious provision 
of an Image for the subject of the poems, the me
dium Scherer uses: fabric, thread, sewing, resonates 
wtth the life process. The filaments of thread akin to 
the slender streams of experience that runs through 
a life, the sewing. uniting, mending, holding-fast, 
enclosing. echoing the processes and struggle of 
bringing a life together to form a coherent whole. The 
fabric, the basic structure that results, reflects the 
patterns, textures, scars of a life, which has endured 
the sharp and sudden pain of each stitch. The result 
Is a rich quilt, each patch telling Its own story, each 
piece critical to the whole. 

These portraits are absorbing. 'Ibey are pleasing 
enough at arms length, but draw you In until you 
see each subtle change In the pattern of the fabric 
and every flne stitch around the eyes. 'Ibey are 
amazingly detailed and complex, some showing 
virtual brush strokes of thread as In "Maria In 
Memory· and "Flower Bed.• Scherer achieves a great 
aliveness In "Firelight" and a pallor of death In 
'"11t1rd Light" that you would not believe achievable 
with fabric. She Is a remarkable artist. 

Threads of Experlence Is a Jewel. Just 33 pages, 
It offers wisdom and beauty that could fill volumes. 

-Annmarie B. Boyle 

W°""" in Libraries 
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CDoevastated by loss 

Goulding, Mary McClure. A Time To Say Good
Bye: MoDing Beyond Loss. Watsonville, CA: 
Papier-Mache, 1996. Paper, ISBN 0-918949-74-
2, $14. 

In 1992, at the age of67, lnternatlonally re
nowned psychotherapist and author Mary McClure 
Goulding was widowed and faced life alone for the 
first time. Although a successful transactional 
analyst and blessed with supportive family and 
friends, she found the loss of her husband-career 
partner-soul mate devastating. A Time To Say Good
Bye traces her three and one-half year struggle to 
cope with her grief, confront the loss of her bus-

. band, and achieve a positive self-Image which 
allowed her to enter the last phase of her life with 
confidence and emotional Independence. 

Goulding learned that recove,y from the death of 
a loved one is a spiral process, rather than linear, 
with repetitive emotional passages through bereave
ment, despair, happiness, depresston, sadness, 
delight, grief, and Joy. She frankly discusses survivor 
guilt, anger at the deceased for dying, the stress of 
holidays, being alone In a coupled world, sexualit;y, 
and the return of creatlvit;y. Grief counselors w1II 
appreciate Insights Goulding brings from her experi
ences as a psychotherapist, while laymen may take 
comfort In the realization that even professionals 
have dlfflcult;y coping with the death of a spouse. 

A closing chapter provides Gouldlng's modlfled 
"good-bye formula" for brtnglng closure to a bereave
menL This process results In peacefulness and 
freedom from the bwden of unresolved mourning. 
While acknowledging the legitimacy of mourning for 
loss and being old and alone In a couple-oriented 
and youth worshipping culture, Goulding also 
recognires the absence of guaranteed companion
ship throughout life. An atheist, with no belief In an 
afterlife, she advocates the emotional risk of loss 
Involved In cultivating friendships and other sup
portive relationships. She shares a dream message 
from her husband to "find Joy each day,· and ends 
the books Introduction with, "even after tragedy, life 
can be an adventure.· -B. Glass 

0Toe paths we take 

Hauser, Susan Carol. Full Moon: Rejlect:IDns on 
Turning Fifty. Illustrated by Barbara Van 
Amam. Watsonville, CA: Papler-Mache, 1996. 
Cloth, ISBN 0-918949-93-9, $14.95. 

FUil moon comprises a series of short essays like 
Journal mulllngs, one woman's approach to a major 
life milestone at fifty years. This is a book to spur 
some journal keeping. and It is a pleasure to hold 
with Its high production values In the four-color art -

SJ1riv. 1998 

and paper. The serene paintings of ilol>rers contrast 
with the author's experiences and harmonize with 
the meditative mood of the prose. overtaken by 
amazemen, Hauser writes of the time "when my 
personal female sauna kicked In. Hot flashes. 
Hormone storms. The fireworks that signal the end 
of fecundlt;y ... news from the body front this woman 
is shedding the garment of the lunar clock.• 

Hauser reevaluates the path she has taken, 
encouraging us to do the same. Asking, "Where on 
earth do I want to go when I am sixty?" she lays out 
a course for herself: • ... the celebration of my sixth 
decade on planet Earth begins tomorrow .... ! plan to 
continue the self-consciousness of my Journey 
toward this birthday, with one variation: I am going 
to be especially aware of how I spend time. I am 
going to keep saying to myself, 'Is this what you 
want to do today?'" Me, too. -M. Talnton 

0How to travel alone 

Ben-Lesser, Jay. A Foxy Old Woman's Guide tD 
Traveling Alone. Freedom, CA: Crossing, 1995. 
Paper, ISBN 0-89594-789-7, $10.95. 

Don't let the title fool you; this travel guide has 
valuable tips for women of all ages preparing to take 
a solo Journey. One part of the book is devoted to 
exactly what one would expect-travel tips. Although 
dlfflcult to thoroughly cover all possible topics, Ben
Lesser scratches the surface of many. Some of these 
are general to all travellera-transportatlon, lodging, 
luggage, obtaining passports, etc. Other topics 
pertain specifically to the solo traveller such as 
personal safety and Interpersonal encounters. 

Not only does Ben-Lesser provide practical travel 
tips, she lends Insight on how to be a confident solo 
traveller. For many women, the mental preparation 
of how to enjoy oneself while being alone can be 
more of a task than attending to details like making 
reservations and planning Itineraries. Towards this 
end, Ben-Lesser lists nine steps to confident solo 
travel, each with an awareness exercise. 

With a background In psychotherapy, the author 
makes the Important distinction between a tourist 
and a traveller. A tourist Is one who gets away to 
temporarily escape her dally life. A traveller, on the 
other hand, is one who uses her enthusiasm and 
curtoslt;y to learn more about our world and move 
toward a richer life experience. Without confidence 
and awareness during the adventure, a woman 
cannot gain these benefits. Whether one is looking 
for a contact address for "Wander Women• or a 
confidence-booster to get out there and travel her 
neighborhood or the world, this quick read of a 
guide w1II contain something of Interest for any 
woman preparing to take a solo Journey. 

-J. Klemencic 
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CD A pair from the Hen Co-op 

The Hen Co-op. Growing Old Disgracefully: New 
Ideas for Getting the Most Out of Life. Freedom, 
CA: Crossing, 1994. Cloth, ISBN 0-89594-673-
4, $ : paper, ISBN 0-89594-672-6, $12.95. 
The Hen Co-op. Disgracefully Yours; More new 
Ideas for Getting the Most Out of Life. Freedom, 
CA: Crossing, 1996. Paper, ISBN 0-89594-804-
4. $14.95. 

The authors· definition of growing old disgrace
fully does not, they say, Imply scandalous or outra
geous behavior: 

We use "growing old dlsgracefully' as a 
challenge to the Image of "growing old 
gracefully." ... To age gracefully ls to continue to be 
the passive, obedient. unobtrusively good girls we 
were socialized to be. We're not prepared to do 
that; we're going to make up for lost l!mc. 

DtsgracejuUy begins with brief biographical 
sketches of the six authors, followed by explanations 
of the Individual clrcustances that brought them to 
the Hen House for a course of'the same title, which 
Introduced them to each other and launched the 
Idea for the book. The BrtUsh and American authors 
all are white, have been married, and have slmllar 
middle-class backgrounds. DtsgracejuUy yours 
Includes a few pieces by other women which provide 
some addltlonal diversity. 

Both books Include photographs of old women, 
quotations, and poetzy as well as short anecdotal 
prose pieces. The books' strength rests In the 
Individual, personal, open satements of experiences, 
concerns and Joys, remlntscent of a consciousness 

· raising group discussion. The focus Is on the 
present, but with recognition of how the authors 
have been shaped by the past and awareness that 
the future holds Increasing health problems, re
duced Independence and death. Emphasis Is upon 
risk taking, overcoming previous socialization and 
accepted roles, and playfulness. The authors stress 
the Importance of finding a group of women who can 
support the lndlvtual. DtsgracejuUy Includes two 
resource llsts, books and organlzatlons. Dlsgrace
juUy yows tells how to set up and Implement a 
"Growing Old Disgracefully" group, including some 
actlvttles. These practical, positive, personal books 
speak to those of us In pur 50s or older who are 
seeking ways to make positive changes In our lives. 

-D. W. Shelton 
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©Debunking the mythology 

Gerlke, Ann E. Old is Not a Four-Letter Word: A 
Midlife Guide. Illustrated by Peter Kohlsaat. 
Watsonville, CA: Papler-Mache, 1997. Paper, 
ISBN 1-57601-002-3, $10.95. 

As we get older, we become aware that we do not 
feel older-we're stlll the same people we always 
were, with the twin advantages of experience and 
knowledge. At the same time, there's this feeling that 
we're supposed to feel different. In Four-letter wom, 
Gerlke deals with the myths of aging, tncludlng such 
notions as the tnevltablllty of mental decline, meno
pausal madness, and memoty loss. In readable, 
large type, Illustrated by cartoon sketches, she 
buries these myths where they belong and tnstead 
talks of aglng's advantages and how we can learn to 
look ahead with pleasure. The key to the whole 
process Is change, and more than accepting It: 
rellshtng It. 

Gerlke Is a therapist, and she really knows how 
to put a positive sptn on things. She recognizes that 
words Influence as well as reflect attitudes, and she 
makes the reader more aware of the harm we do 
ourselves and each other when we tell derogatocy 
Jokes about aging or celebrate ·over-the-h111" birth
days with black balloons. 

She also recommends deallng realistlcally with 
health and financial Issues In order to enjoy longer 
ltfe. At the end Is an annotated 11st for further 
reading, and an afterword about real problems that 
affect some of us, like depression and anxiety. 

·However you live your ltfe, • she concludes, "the 
main thtng Is to expertence It fully, and not let fears 
of growing older keep you from havtng a good time. 
So let's get on with It!!" -M. Talnton 

Women in Lilrraria 
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Q) Anthologies from women and aging specialist, Papier-Mache 

0Martz, Sandra Haldeman. When I Am an Old 

Woman I Shall Wear Purple, 2nd ed. 
Watsonville, CA: Papier-Mache, 1991. Cloth, 
ISBN 0-918949-15-7, $18; paper, ISBN 0-
918949-16-5, $11; large-print paper, ISBN 0-
918949-83-l, $17. 

Sandra Haldeman Martz has assembled a 
collection of short stories and poems that address 
the aging of women In this anthology. More than 
slxty contributors present a Wide variety of attitudes 
toward the maturing of women. Topics covered fall 
Into three categories: a message from the old, 
observations about the old, or comments from those 
who are aging. 

The opening poem, Jenny Joseph's "Warning" 
(which contributes the book's title), depicts a woman 
who anticipates freedom from traditionally-accepted 
behavior when she Is old. In the poem "Post Hu
mus,• by Patti Tanna, an old woman happily de
scribes how she wants to be remembered after her 
death. 

The photographs create powerful Images when 
associated With the corresponding poems. This 
anthology has the ability to reach out to everyone 
regardless of age, opinion, or personal experience. 
Martz's selections help us see life as a full circle, 
bridging the gap between the fear of the unknown 
and the realities and challenges we face as we grow 
older. -T.Zlnk 

0Martz, Sandra Haldeman, editor. Grow Old 

Along with Me-The Best Is Yet to Be. 
Watsonville, CA: Papler-Mache, 1996. Cloth, 
ISBN 0-918949-87-4, $20; Paper, ISBN 0-
918949-86-6, $12: large-type paper, ISBN 0-
918949-96-3, $17. 

out of thousands of submissions, Martz chose a 
few high quality pieces for this collection of short 
creative works: stories, autobiographical sketches, 
poems, and photographs. Themes of growing older, 
including retirement, companionship, or the death of 
a loved one, are presented through individual pieces 
that are funny, poignant. and unsentimental, yet 
that celebrate life. Written by both women and men 
In their fifties and older, these choice selections are 
full of surprises. The words are complemented by 
the black and white photographs showtng the 
individuality and vitality of older men and women. 

-0. W. Shelton 

spring 1998 

Q)Martz, Sandra Haldeman. I Am Becoming the 

Woman I've Wanted. Watsonville, CA: Papier
Mache, 1994. Cloth, ISBN 0-918949-50-5, $18; 
paper, ISBN 0-918949-49-l, $10. 

In performance studies, scholars often discuss 
the Importance of "performing the body,· meaning 
that the performer not only verbalizes the words of a 
writer, but also makes those words visible through 
the use of the body In the performance. Sandra 
Haldeman Martz has once again assembled an 
anthology of writings and photographs by and about 
women that help the reader focus on what It means 
to be female, this time focusing on how women 
perceive their bodies. In this anthology, women 
speak eloquently of adolescence (Pamela Dltchoff's 
"Fourteen1, self discovery (Joyce Lombard's "Back 
Into This Body"), and of childlessness by choice (lu 
carter's "Forever1. From birth to old age, the writers 
and photographers In Martz's anthology help the 
reader see the world from a woman's standpoint and 
perhaps, In some cases accept the aging process 
With less than quiet grace. For example, Macy Sue 
Koeppel's poem "In Praise,· triumphs with the 
repeated phrase: "I like the sound of old women-.• 
I Am Becoming the Woman I've Wanted Is a celebra
tion of life and liv1ng that has something of value for 
all readers. T. L. Hanson 

Q)Martz, Sandra Haldeman. lfl Had My Life to 

Uve Over, I Would Pick More Daisies. 
Watsonville, CA: Papter-Mache, 1992. Cloth, 
ISBN 0-918949-25-4, $18; paper, ISBN 0-
918949-24-6, $11; large-print paper, ISBN 0-
918949-84-X. $17. 

In her second edited volume of writings and 
photographs by and about women, Sandra 
Haldeman Martz has once again collected works that 
touch the heart and stimulate the mind. 

In Joan Connor's short story, "Broken Vows,· a 
disastrous family vacation becomes memorable 
because of Its Impact on the daughter In the story, 
who chooses to separate herself from her father. 
Recalling the Incident as she prepares for her own 
wedding, the daughter, Molly, realizes, "Evety step, 
every choice Is an exclusion of possibillty, a diminu
tion of the boundless self.• 

The works In this volume speak to us of choices 
and possibilities, oflost opportunities and dashed 
hopes. The insights we gain by gazing at the accom
panying photographs or lingering over the words of 
Joanne Seltzer's poem. '"lbe Life I Didn't Llve, • help 
the reader separate the "Important" things from the 
•urgent" things In life. Indeed, Martz helps us not 
only to pick more daisies but to smell and sense 
them In every way as the words and pictures of 
these collected pieces unfold. -T. L. Hanson 
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0Facing cancer, facing death 

Stocker, Midge, Editor. cancer as a Women's 
Issue: Scratching the Swface, 2nd edition. 
Women/Cancer/Fear/Power series, Volume I. 
Chicago: Third Side, 1994. Paper, ISBN 1-
879427-02-8, $11.95. 
Stocker, Midge, Editor. Corifronting cancer. 
Constructing Change: New Perspectwes on 
Women and cancer. Chicago: Thtrd Side, 1993. 
Women/Cancer/Fear/Power series, Volume 2. 
Cloth, ISBN 1-879427-17-6, $24.95; paper, 
ISBN 1-879427-09-5, $11.95. 

Together, the first two volumes of the -Women/ 
Cancer /Fear /Power· series comprise a strong and 
empowering tntroducUon to cancer acttvlsm, and an 
Intense look at the effect of cancer on women. Each 
of these volumes Is a collectton of essays from 
"women With cancer or cancer histories· - women 
"whose lives have been changed by the experience of 
cancer 1n themselves or another.· The editor, Midge 
Stocker, Is a long-Ume feminist who avowedly 
collected this material for both personal and pollttcal 
reasons: "It Is personal: I want to avenge my losses. 
It Is polittcal: I want to llght for a better future.• 
(CMWI. 

Women's Issue includes eighteen essays, an 
tntroductton from the editor, a resource list, and an 
index. Almost all of the essays are intensely per
sonal, relattng the women's experiences With cancer 
1n themselves, their female partners, or their moth
ers. Some of the essays are also explicitly polittcal. 
The book does, however, lack structure; the Wide 
variety 1n style and content can be confusing. 

Confronting cancer includes nineteen essays, a 
preface, tntroductton, resource list, an Index, and 
the -Women's Cancer Agenda: Demands to the NCI 
and the US Government." This second book Is 
better structured, With the more personal material 1n 
the first sectton, and the more pollttcal material In 
the second. Essays that particularly stood out 
include Bultrago·s "Cancer Actton Gulde": 

If your doctor has Just told you that 
you have cancer or that you may have cancer. the 
best thing to do Is to get Into action. You may first 
want to cry. scream. and yell that you are afraid 
and besides, It Is not fair. It's better to rant and 
rave a bit than to pretend nothing unusual Is going 
on. But then you need to start learning everything 
you can about your situation. 

She lists several steps for women to take control 
of their sltuattons. Soffa"s '"Ille Boob Trap: Debunk
Ing Myths About Breast Cancer· (CCCC) also pro
vides Important lnformatton for women With cancer. 
Additionally, Wtnnow's "Lesbians Evolving Health 
eare· (CMWI) and Stetngraber's "Lifestyles Don't 
Kill. Carcinogens 1n Air, Food, and Water Do" 
(CMWIJ provide reasons and examples of women's 
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cancer projects forming. F1nal]y, Hardisty and 
Leopold's "Cancer and Poverty: Double Jeopardy for 
Women• (CCCC) and Ardlttl and Schreiber's "Kllling 
Us Quietly: Cancer, the Environment, and Women· 
(CCCC) are chock-full of stattstlcs to use tn cam
paigns, and remarkably well-cited. 

Both works include some reprints and a fair 
amount of original material. Writers 1n both explore 
altemattve as well as conventtonal therapies, and all 
approach the disease from an empowertog, feminist 
perspective. Many of the Writers are angry, and the 
extensive data provided 1n the essays proves they 
have a lot to be angry about: -- Cancer rates are 
rising precipitously: breast cancer has increased 
from one 1n twenty 1n 1940 to one 1n eight 1n 1992 
(Hepler, CCCC). Conventtonal medicine sUII has an 
unhealthy disregard for women's health: most 
cancer trials and experiments are done on men, and 
physicians conttnue to wl1lfu1]y over-prescribe 
hormone and other therapies Without adequate 
testtng, consultatton With the pattent, or drug
tnteractton evaluattons (Soffa, CCCC). The cancer 
establishment (National Cancer lnstttute and 
American Cancer Society) conttnues to de-emphasize 
environmental causes of cancer morbidity (Ardlttl & 
Schreiber, CCCC). And finally, the lack of an ad
equate social safety net 1n the United States means 
that any disease - especially a chronic life-threaten
ing lllness such as cancer - Is Itself a sertous threat 
to health and well-being (Hardisty & Leopold, 
CCCC). 

Horror stortes such as Murtaugh's story of 
repeated medical Incompetence ("No Big Deal,• 
CM WI) and Raffa"s story of her experiences With 
bureaucratic indifference to her friend Lou's needs 
("Facing Death as an Altemattve, • CCCC) make both 
collecttons difficult to read at Umes, but equally 
wracking were the stories of women such as Lanoue 
("Flghttng Spirit,• CMWI) and Buitrago ("Here's How 
Things Are Going Bullettn, • CCCC). Buitrago and 
Lanoue are women who do everything "right": they 
explore alternative therapies and conventional 
medicine, stay physically flt, and have support . 
networks and compassionate health professionals - · 
and sttll cancer returns to them, or takes a partner. 
Nonetheless, -- although the material ls often 
difficult, each of these works has something to offer 
any woman or man faced with cancer tn themselves 
or a loved one. The personal accounts are both 
moving and Inspiring, and also effective In arousing 
anger and, hopefully, actton. 

The material actually Just proved more difficult 
for me to work With than I had thought. I think It 
was helpful for me personally, however. An Interest
Ing note: as I was reading these books, on the bus, 
1n a local bar, etc., several women struck up conver
sattons With me about cancer, and now there Is a 
wa!Ung list for the books among my friends. 

-- A collectton of material from those who have 
experienced cancer as care-gtvers or loved-ones 

Wamm m Libraria 
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would also be very welcome, and perhaps give voice 
to some of the men who are affected by the toll 
cancer Is taking on women. Additional material 
giving voice to women In developing nations would 
also be welcome. --

These books are essentlal for women's studies 
collections. Medical llbrartes, and public librartes 
serving as consumer health resource centers, should 
also acquire them. Addltlonally, libraries With strong 
collections In political history of political activism 
may Wish to collect these books as documentary 
evidence of the birth of a pollticl7.ed women's cancer 
movement L. M. Quilter 

©Two voices: new edition 

Butler, Sandra, and Barbara Rosenblum. 
Cancer in 1wo Voices, 2nd ed. Duluth, MN: 
Spinsters Ink, 1996. Paper, ISBN l-883523-16-
8, $12.95. 

As n.vo voices begins, Barbara has recently 
received a diagnosis of stage-three breast cancer. 
Believing that she Is only the first among her 
friends, the book Is wrttten to provide a mirror for 
those touched by breast cancer who have not seen 
their lives In print, and to provide each of the 
authors With more self awareness. In 1996 one In 
eight women was diagnosed With breast cancer; the 
book was reissued during "Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month.· Written from 1985 to 1988 and first pub
lished In 1991, It Is an Intimate glimpse at how this 
particular lesbian couple, both professional women, 
dealt With life during the three years between the 
diagnosis and Barbara's death. The new edition 
includes more recent Information about Sandy. 

The book Is primarily a conversation over time 
between the parlners With Interlude sections provid
ing a deeper analysis of particular Issues. It Is not a 
"how to" book nor one that advises others: It Is an 
open, moving, and tender account of the choices, 
feelings, fears, hopes, and Joys of both women as 
they live their lives Within a community of women 
and relate to their families. Barbara says, "To live 
and die consciously Is what I want ... ! have cancer, 
but It Is not consuming me.• 

Both explore their ambivalent feelings about 
"blood money• received In an out-of-court malprac
tice settlement, the Injustice of the health care 
system, and personal responsibility for one's own . 
health. Rellectlng feelings related to the betrayal of 
her body Barbara wrttes, "I was no longer fluent In 
the language of my body, Its signs and symbols, and 
I felt lost• -D. W. Shelton 

Sprint 1998 

©Breast cancer journal 

Pike, Jennifer. A Safe Place; A Joumnlfor 
Women with Breast cancer. Vancouver, BC: 
Raincoast, 1997. Paper, ISBN 1-55192-108-l, 
$14.95 US, $18.95 Canada 

A safe place Is a guided Journal, leading from 
diagnosis through treatment to future goals. Each 
chapter Includes quotes from other sufferers, 
including personal points of view, tips, and advice. 

Each chapter begins With an article from the 
author on her experience, followed by partlal blank 
pages With questions to be answered or quotes In 
the margins to respond to. 

In Pike's beautiful book, her structured tech
nique enables women to focus on their experiences, 
even those who don't normally keep JOurnals, at a 
lime when Introspection Is desirable and almost 
Inevitable, even for those not accustomed to It It Is 
like having a conversation With good friends, sharing 
their experiences, with spaces to llll In your 
thoughts, responses, and ideas. 

The book Is organized topically rather than 
chronologically, including chapters on the diagnosis, 
treatment decisions, relationships, body Image, 
plans, and dreams. At the end Is a list of suggested 
reading, video programs, and services. As the author 
and publisher are Canadian, emphasis Is on Cana
dian materials and resources. 

Knowing about the experiences of others can be 
tremendously reassuring, as Pike puts It, when 
talking about losing her hair, "I was terrified about 
what was happening to my mind and body during 
chemo, and was Immensely relieved when I discov
ered that It was also happening to most of the other 
women I talked to. It Is a dark subject, and we all 
had tears to cry, but we usuallY found much to 
laugh about, as well.· 

A scife place Is a support group In a book, and 
can help us come to grips with the Inconceivable by 
exposing It -M. Talnton 
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©Recipe for comfort food 

Farley, Blanche Flanders, and Janice Townley 
Moore, editors. Like a Swnmer Peach; SWlbrlght 
Poems and Old Southern Recipes. Illustrated by 
Deidre Scherer. Watsonville, CA: Papier-Mache, 
1996. Cloth, ISBN 0-918949-89-0, $14.95. 

What goes together better than food and art? A 
little gift book full of simple pleasures, Ulce a sum
mer peach Includes poems about food and the 
experience of eating accompanied by recipes and 
Illustrations In stitchezy. The poems are sometimes 
fun, sometimes sad, replete With memory of all the 
associations of taste and_ smell: holidays, family 
gatherings, growing up, raising chlldren, mothers, 
fathers, and babies. 

Maxine Kumln's "Appetite": 

l eat these 
wild red raspberries 
still warm from the sun 
and smelling faintly of jewelweed 
In memoty of my father · 

Alternating are old-fashioned, simple yet classic 
recipes for dishes described In the poems, llke 
raspberry preserves and blsculls. 

Sally Lunn Bread 
from Like a Summer P.,ach 

1 / 1 cup real butter 
1/ a cup sugar 
4 cups sifted flour (plain) 
1 cup lukewarm milk 
1 teaspoon salt 
3eggs 
1 packaw, yeast 

Cream butter and sugar. Add other 
Ingredients. Beat with a wooden spoon. Let rise 
untildopuble In bulk. 1-1/2 to 2 hours. Pourln 
well-buttered tube pan. Let rtse again to doulble, 
40 minutes to 1 hour. Bake 45 minutes at 350 
degrees F. . 

The editors assume some knowledge of cooking 
procedures. -M. Talnton 
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©Holiday memories 

Martz. Sandra Haldeman, editor. There's No 
Place Like Home for the Holidays. Watsonville, 
CA: Papier-Mache, 1997. Paper, ISBN 1-57601-
053-8, $9.95 US, $12.95 Canada. 

• Absence Is one of the most useful ingredlenls of 
family life, and to do It rightly Is an art like any 
other.• This sentiment. attributed to Freya Stark, 
appeals strongly to me after all the holidays we have 
Just been through. Somehow family gatherings and 
all the associated traditions/baggage are, on the one 
hand, dreaded, and on the other, yearned for. Too 
few of us have the skill or the Will to avoid them, 
possibly because of the way they become embued 
With golden light and warmth when left to memory. 

In Ho!fdays, more than 40 wrtters, most of them 
women, share memories of favortte or especlally 
mffiolngful family gatherlngll, tndMdual facets of 
universal experiences. In and among the v!goettes, 
they share recipes for traditional family dishes. The 
following excerpt ls one example of the kln,d of love
Imbued memory- typical of these holiday accounts. It 
has special meaning, I thlnk, for us baby boomers. 
Th1s vignette ls by Cappy Love Hanson: 

Molher's Three-Days-ajter-{Jhrlstmas Dinner Merw 

Spam. either: 
baked. 
sautted with onions, garllc, and oregano, 
in rice or noodle casserole, 
In grilled sandwiches with cheese, or 
scrambled with eggs. 

Spam? 
Yup. For years It appeared on our plates three 

days after Christmas. We had finished the turkey by 
then and were, Mother reasoned, jaded by all that 
rtch holiday fare. 

Besides, we bad to either use up the Spam or 
throw It away. Mother bated to waste, though In this 
case the rest of us would have gladly Jet her make an 
exception. 

How did wc end up with cans and cans of 
Spam? During the Cuban missile crisis In the '60s, 
Mother stockpiled It. along with canned fruits and 
vegetables and gallon bottles of water. In the ball 
closet. We lived near Las Angeles and figured to be a 
high priority bombing target. If we weren't vaporlud, 
we'd eat pretty well. 

For years wc teased Mother unmercifully about 
Spam. before llnally admitting that planning for an 
emergency wss a pretty good Idea, and that she had 
our best Interest at hearL Chance, after all. favors 
the prepared. 

Of course, it was easier to forgtve after we'd 
finally eaten It all. 

-M. Talnton 
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<Dvivid look at care-giving 

Starkman, Elaine Marcus. Leaming to Sit in 
the Silence: A Journal of caretaldng. 
Watsonville, CA: Papier-Mache, 1993. Cloth, 
ISBN 0-918949-44-0, $14; paper, ISBN 0-
918949-43-2, $9. 

In this vivid, Insightful stmy-cum-Joumal, Claire 
Brenner, the character name for Elaine Marcus 
Starkman, shares her very personal stmy as care
taker for her mother-In-law, Ma. Claire Is an English 
professor, mother, wife, and now nurse to this aged 
woman who also Is developing Alzheimer's. Claire 
finds little time to devote to herself and experiences 
tremendous guilt for deslrtng a life of her own. 
Dealing with Ma's decline challenges Claire's mental 
and physical well-being. Claire even begins to 
daydream about her own Journey to old age. Eventu
ally, Ma palnfully leaves the Brenner home and 
moves Into a nursing facility. This account does not 
offer simple answers but takes an ethnographic 
approach to understanding the challenges and 
struggles of caring for the aging. -M. Gregory 

<DNurse's aid on the night shift fiction 

Romo-Carmona, Mariana. living at Night. 
Duluth, MN: Spinsters Ink, 1997. Paper, ISBN 
l-883523-22-2, $10.95. 

This debut novel focuses on the world of Erica 
Garcia, a young, working-class Puerto Rican lesbian. 
When Erica's concern over her mother's Illness 
causes her to drop out of college, she finds work as a 
nurse·s aid at a state Institution for developmentally 
disabled women. 

Set In the l 970's, Uvtng realistically describes 
the treatment of the mentally disabled of that era. 
Supposedly a training school, the aids have no time 
for teaching or training since their Job, basically, Is 
to warehouse the patients. 

On another level, Romo-Carmona portrays 
Erica's relationships With the women In her life: her 
mother, sister, and lover. As the story progresses, 
Erica learns to take charge of her life and find her 
place In the world. 

This well-wrttten first novel Is recommended for 
women's studies and health collections. -B. Redfern 

SJ>rint 1998 

<DThe battles and triumphs 

Chandler, Janet Camcross. Time for Love: 
Assisted living Viewed by One of the Very Old. 
Watsonville.CA: Papier-Mache, 1995. Paper, 
ISBN 0-918949-91-2, $9. 

Emily Dickinson Is famously quoted as having 
said that when she "felt that the top of her head was 
coming oil" after reading something, that "that ls 
poetry.· For years durtng and after graduate school, 
I assumed that feeling must apply to elite, high
culture poetry. It has taken this book of poetry by 
the late Janet Chandler to broaden my view. 

Chandler"s poems and prose pieces about the 
experiences of a widowed older woman In a long
term care home give us the same emotional reaction 
that Dickinson wrote about Chandler enables us to 
experience the battles and triumphs both large and 
small that make up her life, whether they be the 
pleasure of breakfast, learning to live with the other 
residents of the care facility or preparing her sons 
for her eventual death. The pieces fonn a connected 
chronology, from diagnosis of her pulmonary fibrosis 
through her time In the care facility and her meeting 
and new love life with at In her last months. 

'Ibroughout, Chandler's humor, Insight, cour
age, and toughness show those of us who are 
younger and still In good health that, whatever your 
age and physical condition, If you brtng Joy to the 
act of livlng life gives you back Joy as well. 

When I was younger I would not have called this 
poetry. Now that I am older, I am grateful for poets 
like Chandler who can glVe me a vision of how 
triumphantly we can live to the very end of our lives. 

-B.J. Cox 
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e Coffee's on-
Hope you'll be there! 

Next issue: 
More on the Feminist Authors' Breakfast in Washington 
Review section: Art and memory 
Annual conference calendar 
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